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УДК 577.32

А.А.Оэриков

Си эффектах трансформации колебательных спектров молекулярных
систем под действием микроволнового излучения

В ряде недавних экспериментов отмечена перестройка инфракрасных
спектров монокристаллов р -аланина под воздействием ниэкоинтен-
сивного КВЧ-излучения. Данный эффект представляет интерес в плане
постановки общего вопроса о возможности существенной трансформа-
ции высокочастотных спектров молекулярных систем под действием
слабого низкочастотного излучения при температурах, значительно
превышающих энергию взаимодействия молекул с полем излучения. В
настоящей работе проблема анализируется на основе квантово-
классической теории молекулярных спектров. Показано, что указан-
ная спектральная перестройка, в принципе, возможна в макромолеку-
лярных системах с сильным взаимодействием, обращается внимание на
резонансный характер эффекта.

A.A.Serikov

On the Effects of Transforming the Vibrational Spectra of

Molecular Systems Under Microwave Radiation

Recent experiments have manifested the effect of transformation

of infrared speotra of p -alanine monocryatala under low-intensive

EHF-radiation. The effect arouses interest in terrno of the state-

ment of a general question oonoerning possible perceptible trans-

formation of high-frequency apectra of a molecular oyatera by weak

low-frequency irradiation at temperatures much higher than the

energy of the molecular interaction with tho radiation field. In

the present paper the problem is analized within the quantum-

olaaeioal theory of noleoular speotra. It la shown that the above-

mentioned epeotrum transformation could be, in principle, reali-

zed in macromoleoular systems with strong interaction, and atten-

tion is drawn to the resonance oharaoter of the effect.
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INTRODUCTION

The results of experiments [i,2j demonstrating a perceptible

transformation of infrared reflection apeotrum of monocry8talline

fi -alanine (a representative of aminoacids forming part of a num-

ber of cellular struoturea) affected by low-intensive (incident

power ~ 10 mw) EHP-radiatioH (electromagnetic wavea of mm.-ran-

ge) have been published recently. The authora draw attention, in

particular, to a formation of "new" linos splitted off the corres-

ponding bands of the unperturbed reflection spectrum at certain

frequencies of the BHF-exposure. Observation of euch a kind woke

great interest of researchers in connection with the problem of

EHF-bioeffect - a biological effect of microwave radiation of

nontherraal power (see e.g. £3—5j)« The study of j& -alanine speot-

rum just as the biological experiments has been made with ao

special oooling and consequently the thermal vibration energyIt.T

(corresponding to physiological or room temperature) wae much,

higher than the energy of constrained vibrations induced by the

2HP-radiation. Just as it takea place in the case of biological

objects a microwave action on the cryatal exhibits a resonant

character. The authore£i,2J take note of a high quality of the

corresponding peaks-

Not touching upon the biological aapeots of the probleme let

us make an insight into a physical nature of the effect observed

and the possibility to interprets the latter in the framework of

notions of physical optics . First of all one has to emphasize

here that the very fact of the mutual influenoe of the vibrations

belonging to different ranges is a quite typical one for molecular

systems. Its theoretical treating, in principle, oould be carried

out on the basie of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the

Frenok-Condon principle and other fundamental postulates of mole-

cular optics. Methods of calculation of the corresponding apeotra

are worked out in detail using various modifications of the li-

near response concept, euoh as the method of density matrix»

Possible molecular meohanisms o£ biological activity of low-in-*
tensive microwave radiation are di«ou«eed in the papers [6-6}
(see also the rewiew [9]).



quantum Green funotion formalism, etc. (see e.g. (1O,11J). At the

same time peculiarities of the microwave vibrations (their clas-

sical (nonquantum) character in the presence of a high-temperature

thermostat) require an elaboration of some speoial modification

of the methods mentioned above. The development of speoial theore-

tioal approach ie also necessary for a direct analysis of the ef-

fects caused by the action of the EKF-exposure.

In the following sections of the paper the methods of theore-

tical analysis of the vibrational absorption apeotrum of molecu-

lar systems characterized by the interaction of high-frequent (in

particular, infrared) and low-frequent (miorowave) vibrations are

developed and exemplified first by pairs of bounded osaillators.

The impossibility of a peroeptible transformation of the infrared

absorption spectrum of an individual separate pair under the in-

fluence of low-intensive microwave radiation at high temperature

of the environment is shown. Then the system of the «bore mentioned

pairs of oscillators taking account of the resonant interaction

of the high-frequenoy vibrations is considered as a model of a mo-

lecular aggregate. It is shown that the influenoe of the coherent

(low-frequency) exposure inoreases owing to the collective nature

of the excited states of the system. The clear illustration of

the effect is carried out in Admitting a strict solution of a mo-

lecular dimer. Applying the methods of the perturbation theory

the problem of calculating the absorption speotrum ie considered

in regard to the infinite moleoular chain with the strong resonant

interaotion. The results obtained show that the speotrum gets per-

ceptibly transformed under the Influence of the low-intensive co-

herent miorowave field. In particular, the distinct splitting of

the speotral bands corresponding to the. collective excitations of

the chain ia predicted. The transformation affects that have been

obtained are resonant with respeot to the frequenoy of the mioro-

wave radiation.

1. FRAHCKK-OONDOU ABSORPTION SPECTR» OF

MOLECULAR OAS

Let us consider the oritnted gas of aoninteraoting aoleoule*

as an object of study in thin Motion and let each moleoule b«

characterised by the pair ot coupled high» and low-frequency

rational modes. Besides, the high-frequent О -vibration is re-
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gardid as a quantum degree of freedom and the low-frequency Q. -
vibration - as a olaaaioal on*11'. V/ithin the framework of the
adlabatio approximation being the fundamental postulate of raola-
oule theory the stationary (real) wave function fft^.Q) o£

the pair oonoerned is characterised by the quantum number /
numbering (high-frequency) vibrational terms and (in Schrodinger
representation) depends on the variable $, and the parameter
Q. . The energy eigenvalue of the state deaoribed by the funo-

•iion У£ is given by the sura

where 7^» J AZW is the kinetic energy of the low-frequency
vibrations { M is the mass, !P is the momentum conjugate in
respeot to the coordinate Q. ) Ю 1

 , &j. is the energy of the

high-frequenoy vibration in tHe' point Q = Qf corresponding to

the minimum of the potential energy Uj ol the / -term. In the

harmonio approximation Of is written as

0.2)

iriiere Slj is the frequenoy of the Q -vibration in the st&te

Taking into account the ground (f=0) and the first excited

(f*1) etatee let us uae the operators of annihilation V and crea-

tion V of the "vertical" Franok-Condon molecular excitation

defined by the identity

They satisfy the relations

la terms oX these operators the Hamiltoaian ot a free molecule at

"'Suoh an approaoh has been used, tor example, in the papers
D4,15J«

**taking into account only one (low-frequent) degree of freedom
we do not use the veotor sign.
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fixed values of low-frequenoy parameters Q. and J is given by

the expression

Я ^ Д ^ ^ ^ У (1.5)

where (in accordance with the definition (1.1))

In the framework of the harmonic approximation (1.2) ono obtains

where the notations

are used (the values Д С , Л « , 4 Й supposed to be positive).

In particular cases a) the absence of the "frequency defect" and

b) the absence of the shift in the equilibrium position of the

vibration the expression (1.7) can be reduced to

Z
O) (1.7a)

(1.7b)

Thus in the case a) the expressions (1.7),(1.6) depend linearly

on the coordinate Q. , besides Д € (Qo) = &£
c+ MSi/6 (лО.)

2
^) in

the case b) they are represented by the parabolas symmetrical re-

lative to Q . There is a maximum value Д £ (@o) ~ &6 in the
equilibrium position Q - do •

The operator of the ̂ interaction of the molecule concerned
with the electrio field Ж>= Ё

о
(е^* •*• e~

iuit
) of the electro-

magnetic wave of frequency range со corresponding to the vibra-

tional transfer 0-* { aooording to Franok-Condon prinoiple can

be represented in dipole approximation as

where d (Q) is the operator of the dipole moment of the trans-

fer 0-*- { at the fixed value of the "low-frequonoy" coordinate
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Q *'. When conaidering the absorption ot the field energy by

molecule let ua confine ourselves to the well-known Condon appro-

xifaation fi2,13_j and represent this operator in the form

V
f
) (1.9)

where <*
о
я/d4<tf(q.,£}<,)(?№,($,, Q) ia the dipole moment

ot the transfer at Q-Q0 . Assuming the adiabatio switching of

the interaction (1.8) at the moment {.-+•-oo one oan, in the

framework of the linear responae theory [i6j
f
 obtain the expression

of tho molecule polarizability tensor fi related with the avera-

ge of the dipole moment (1.9) by the formula

Within the formalism of retarded Green function which allows a na-

tural generalization on the case dealing with the ensemble of in-

teracting moleoulea the true abaorption curve

of the molecular gaa with the given molecule orientation (oomit-

ting per molecular volume) can be finally represented in the

form fi2,13jl€*) _. t

g- • * -- I* (G(»)}o. (1.11)

where

is the Fourier transform of the Green function

"' (ЫЗ)

dipole momenta of the stationary states of a free molecule
supposed to be zaro.

'In what follous we use a system of unite in which Planck and
Boltmann oonatante are equal to unity: # * 1

f
 к

л
ж 4.
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ia tiie annihilation operator of the molecular excitations in the

interaction representation) tho aynbol <"• * ' /Jj denotes the

diagonal matrix element of the corresponding operator in the sta-

te f*o: <K>O ~ fJq, %(%Q)K}>;(%Q); at a given temperature
T the symbol {• •• -)0 denotes the therraal average over the

olaasical oscillations corresponding to the ground state ($~O)

o£ the molecule: £u(Q,f*)

(1.14)

The Fourier transiorw of the Green funotion (1.12) can be obtai-

ned proceeding fron the definition'as well aa by solving the

chain of equations

i. .i- •*-, ' ^ •

(CK.L f']sKL?-L K)
wnith the subsequent substitution CJ —*• **•> *" *- 2 •

With, reference to the function (1.12) taking into account the

explicit loroi (1.5) of the Haniltonian H0 and the commutation

relations (1.4) it ia possible to write the equation (1.5) as

In accordance with the definitions -(1.1),(1.14) (eliminating the

integrals over the momentum U* in the numerator and the denomi-

nator) one thus obtains

(1.18)

To avoid cumbersome expressions let us confine ourselves to

the consideration of the above-mentioned particular cases of the

molecular term deformation caused by the transfer (0"*d) * So,

in the oase of a pure shift of the osoillfttion equilibrium posi-

tion after substituting the expressions (1.6), (1.7») into Bq.

(1.17) and replacing CO by CJ-Hy one can obt*ln« with regard
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to U T identity

t
ж)

the explicit expression of the function '

1.19)

(1.20)

which, in accordance with 3q.(1.11), defines the spectrum of the

molecular gas absorption. Thus,in the case concerned the absorption

is characterised by a Gaussian peak symmetrical in respect to

the frequency of the transfer at Q
 =
 Qo . The corresponding (ma-

ximal) value of the function (T;19) ie determined by the pre-

exponential factor decreasing with the temperature rise in inver-

se proportion to ыТ , The half-width of the curve (more preci-

sely, the "distance" at which its intensity gets decreased by a

factor of e )

on the contrary, inoreasea with the temperature rise in direct

proportion to </T , во that the integral intensity remains inva-

riable:

fi. О-22)

In the low-temperature limit ( f-"• O) just as in the limit

of low-intensive interaction of the vibrations C&Q ~~ 0) the

expression (1.19) turns into Dirao delta function (corresponding-

ly. S(co-COm) or S(U-A&°) ).

It is worth to draw here the attention to the fact that inas-

much as the low-frequent oscillations at high temperature are

supposed to be clajeioal, the phononless peak (oauaed by Shpoleky

effect fi7j) does not manifest itself in the spectrum - the peak

intensity (proportional to the Debye-lValler faotor) goes to aero.

In case of the change in the oscillation frequency the sub-

stitution of the expressions (1.6),(1.7b) into Bq.(1.17) gives,

"'The forraulas (1.19), (1.22) ooincide with the corresponding re-
sults in [15].
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after aome transformations, the formula

я'.

When 6 J — * A £ . this function diverges ас (л £ - k-V

The integral intensity of the band does not depund on the pa-

rameter of interaction Л Si^ nor on the temperature and similar

to Bq.(1.22) is equal to unity•

The expression (1.23) coincides with the v/ell known Urbach

empirical rule determining the fom of the lorKj-wavolan^th ed^e

of the local center absorption curve. The theoretical substantia-

tion of such, a character of the spectrum \ч&з proposed by Toyozavm

[19] (see aleo fill) who considered the interaction of the cen-

ter with the local crystal vibrations. The form (1.23) of the ab-

sorption spectrum corresponds to the two-quantum approximation of

the theory fi9j. In the context of our paper it is interesting to

take note of the fact that the quantitative agreement of Toyoza-

wa's theory with the experiment could be reached when tht vibra-

tion frequenoy is o'rout a few inverse centimetres.

2. MOLECULAR SPECTRA UNDER LOW-PRBQUEMCY НЛ1ЛЛТ10К

An influence of the microwave exposure on the absorption

of the electromagnetic waves by the molecular gas ia reotricted

(in Condon approximation) by changes in the initial distribution

of the states of classical oscillators corresponding to the ground

vibrational state qf the molecules. To take into account thia ef-

fect in terms of tho microscopio (Langeven) equations of motion

dasoribing the oscillations one should add into their right-hand

sides the driving force responsible for the action ot the micro-

wave field» Thus, one obtains

where JT is the friction coefficient,?(4) is the Lenceven

source (a random foroe describing the dynamical aotion of the

thermostat), Fit) se£„,(•£) is the driving foroe { в" is

tho effective charge, £*>(*) is the inte;.-'.ty of the ooherent

miorowave electromagnetic field). In the h&rmonio approximation
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(1.2) the equation (2.1) is linear and, therefore, its solution

can be represented in the form

Q = X + Q
 (2

*
2)

where the determinate function Л * Л ( * 7 deaoribea the

constrained vibratione of the oscillator affected by the force

(with friction taken into account)" , and the random

function Q. =<2-XftJ represents the solution of the equation

(2.1) when the force f (i) is absent. The equilibrium distribu-

tion function of Q, -vibrations transforms correspondingly. In

the framework of the formalism uaed, the transformation of the

molecular absorption spectrum сотез to the substitution of the

function Cj(Q,!P) in the r.h.c. of the formula (1.14) for

£ (Q-X(t)jft), where X(^) is the asymptotic expreasion of

the function ХЫ) describing the ateady-state vibrations. To

obtain the expression of the spectrum observed оп.э has to supple-

ment the procedure (1.14) (modified in the above mentioned manner)

with the time_ averaging (during the period "T" of the constrained

vibrations X.(~£t ) in accordance with the substitution

Thus, in сазе of harmonio molecular terms at the given s-apli-

tude of the eleotric field intensity f Д (more precisely, its

Q -component) and frequency SI the influenoe of the mioro-

wave radiation on the spectrum under study can be taken into ao-

oount with the replacement of the unperturbed distribution func-

tion (1.18) in the integral (1.17) by the function

~ (2.4)

where

«• —
 ( 2 < 5 )

lntenвitу of the field £*» is euppoeed to be high enough »o
that the energy of the oonetrained vibrations be high compared
with the energy of the miorowave quantum and ao the olaasioai.
оопяIderation remains
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ia the amplitude of the steady-state vibrations of the oscillator

corresponding to the ground molecular terra. Owing to singularity

characterising the factor (i~X
z
) *

/г
 in the vicinity of the

turning points (X~±i) the expression (2.'}) can be represented

approximately by the half-sum

№+*)+f
o
«2-A)]. (2.6)

la accordance with Eq.(2.6) the functions (1.19), (t.23)

describing the absorption of oriented molecular gas, are transfor-

med as

*«.<">* ?№<">+%(*»] (2.7)
determining the spectral band duplet. Besides in the case a) the

functions S.~ (u>) differ from the unperturbed function SottO)

by the substitution

and, therefore, represent the Gaussian peaks of the form (1.19)

shifted from the "initial" band center U)^ in the long- and in

the short-wave directions. The resolvabillty of the spectral dup-

let (2.7) is determined by the ratio of the shift and the peak

width (1.21):

(2.9)

Here the expression under the root sign coincides with the ratio

of the energy of constrained vibrations and the thermal energy

per degree of freedom. Thus, for nonthermal power of the exposure

the value (2,9) is small in accordance with the definition and

so the shape of the absorption band does not change paroeptibly:

(2.Ю)

In the case b) the items of the r.h.s. of Eq.(2.7) are defi-

ned by the expressions
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V/heu the intensity of the microwave field is low (R<£ ij , from

comparison of the functions (2.11) and (1.23) there may Ъе drawn

the approximate equalities (2.10) confirming the аЪэепсе of the

effect of the exposure on the absorption of the gas of noninterac-

ting molecules.

It may not be out of place here to note that a quantitative

analysis of 3HF-expoaure effect requires, in general, taking into

account the anharmonioity of microwave vibrations (librations),

which manifests itself critically at the energies of the order

of /Cfi T . At lov/ intensity of the exposure, however, the above

approach is, on the whole, valid аз well in reference to the сазе

of enharmonic molecular terms. Developing the term "Uc/c/Q of

the left-hand side of Eq.(2.1) аз a aeriea in powera of the cohe-?

rent component JC of the coordinate (2.2), in linear approxi-

mation we come to the expression for the distribution function

of the fona (2.9) with the forced oscillation amplitude (2.5)

calculated proceeding from the effective (temperature dependent)

frequency value Л
о
 - (d Uv/alQ,

t
}
o
 cf the enharmonic oscillator.

3. ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OP MOLECULAR DIKER3

Going over to a consideration of systems of interacting mole-

oules we show that a collective nature of their excited states

causes a definite narrowing of the spectral lines responding to

the absorption of high-frequency quantu as compared to the above

mentioned case of a one-moleoule gas. For this reason, the spect-

rum transformation owing to the effeot of a coherent; microwave

field, can be perceptible even under the low-intensity radiation.

The essence of the effect can be traced in the simplest case

of a molecular diraer (more exactly, the oriented dimer gas),

which allows a rigorous solution. Generalizing the expression

(1.5) with taking into account the processes of the resonant ex-

change by the excitations between the mole о ul ев the dimer Hamilto-

nian can be represented in the *'

'The diagonal matrix element «£y determining the energy of the
excited state of the raoleoule in dimer (and therefore, the dif-
ference *>£. ) is distinct from its value for a free molecule.
We assume, however, that the corresponding addition to the -ralue
At (во-oeilled D -term of exoiton theory) does not depend on
the low-frequency coordinates Q

l±i)
 ,
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3.1)

where the index n=£l numbers the identical molecules; the

annihilation and creation operators V>i • Vv, satisfy i'auli com-

mutation relations, but when considering only one-quantun excita-

tions of *;he dimer they can be replaced by Boaa relation:):

?he aatrix element L of the resonant interaction is proportional

to the product of absolute values of the dipole momenta a^ of

the molecular quantum tranafer and in the Condon approximation

doea not depend on the coordinates «! . For the sake of defi-

Hitenasa let us assume L > О , this corresponds to the reduction

of the ayatem energy due to the effect of the resonant exchange.

Assuming the interaction of the molecules (of the same orien-

tation) with the electromagnetic wave to be determined by the

expressions (1.8), (1.9), one can represent the dimer absorption

curve in the form «

"' ""* '
}
 ' ' 7*/^ I 1

' nm*t1 '^ (3.3)

(compare with Eq. (1.11)), where Gf
Mltk
O^^

 &
 vfV*\ ] Mw ^ o ia the

Fourier transform of the Green functions of the excitation opera-

tors, satisfying the equation of the form (1.15) with the Hamilto-

nian H
o
 given by Eq. (3.1); the symbol {""}„ means the thermal

average (1.14) over the ground terms of both molecules.

. With taking into account the commutation relations (3.2) and

using the dimenaionleas notations

the above mentioned equations oan be transformed urn follows

* a e i 4-"sQ — d (3.5)

In case of noninteracting moleoulee the last iteme in the right-

hand aides of the equations are absent (compare with Bq.(1.i6)).

Solving the eyetей of the equations (3.$) one obtains
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where
»

i ^ ^ i / ^ C * * ) * ! (3.7)

At a strong resonant interaction L aa compared to the

scatter of the values of &£(Q) ( {( 5< ~ ?.<)2Jo <^ 1 ), the

intensity of the absorption peak determined by the second item in

the right-hand side of iSq. (3-6) is negligibly small and one can

approximately write down

Comparing the expressions (3.8) and (1.17) let ue draw attention

to the fact that at independent random values of the coordinates

Qu>, Q''1> thermal fluctuations of the half-width (*\+*-л)/г

(at dimensional notations i[ Д £ (QU1>) * Д d(Q(
'
4)
)i ) are smaller

than the ones of separate items ( £., or $_1 ). Owing to that

the absorption peak of the dimer beconea narrower as compared

with that of a free molecule. J.!oot clearly the effect manifesto

itself in the case a) of the pure shift of the molecular terms.

In accordance with Kqs.(1.7a),(1.14) the corresponding absorption

ourve (3.3) obtained from Bq.(3«S) can be represented In the form

Thus, in the limiting case of the strong resonant interaotion the

frequency dependence of the absorption of a dimer gas (at Д Л *0 )

is characterized by the Gaussian peak, just aa the absorption

ot в one-meleoule gas. Indeed, the expression (3.9) can be obtai-

ned from Eq.(1.19) by the substitution

corresponding to \f£- fold reduction of the half-width (1,12).

Under tho effect of the miorovvave radiation the absorption

band (3.9) transforms into the duplet ot the form (2.7) with the
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distance between the bands determined by tho formula (2.8). Beoi-

des, the ratio (2.9) characterizing the resolvability of the dup-

let components is multiplied by the factor *Jz . In tho сазе b)

of the "frequency defect" the effect io less pronounced.

4. A330HPTI0H SKJCTrU&l OP i.'OLBCULAR CIIAIb
1

Aa it was mentioned above, the spectral lino narrowing consi-

dered in the previous seotion and the corresponding rise in the re-

solvability of the spectral duplet caused by the action of the co-

herent microwave radiation, are conditioned by the collective na-

ture of the excited states of the system (dimer). '2'а.вХ ia why one

can expect a more radical Manifestation of the effect in the apect-

re of molecular aggi-egates involving a considerable number of

eubunits. For this reason let us consider the problem of the de-

termination of the absorption spectrum of aa infinite one dimensio-

nal molecular crystal - the chain o£ identical molecules of the

same orientation ooupled Ъу the resonant interaction.

Generalizing the expression (3.1) one can represent the chain

Hamiltonian in the one-quantum approximation by the infinite sum
11
'

4.1)

where vn , V
n
 are the annihilation and creation operators sa-

tisfying the relation (3.2); L is the matrix element of the

reaonant interaotion of neighbouring molecules'
01
' supposed (in

the framework of the Condon approximation) to be independent of

the values of the classical variables ф . Generalizing the

expressions (1.6), (1.9) one can write down in the long-wave ap-

proximation the operator of the itrteraotion of the ohain molecules

with the electromagnetio field £ as

where the matrix element Je of the dipole moment ot the trans-

*';5ee the remark in the foot-note at p. 13.

Ml)
'In one-dimenaional сазе the nearest neighbours approximation
is quite valid. ...
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fer D~~ 1 ia independent (in the Gondon approximation) of the

parameters Q
(n
' „

The absorption coefficient of the chain in respect to the

long-wave electromagnetic radiation of frequency u> , spreading

in the dire-ot ion perpendicular to the chain, is represented by

an imaginary part of the transverse tensor of dieleotrioal pern a-

bility and similar to Hqs.(1.11),(3.3) can be expressed through

the Green function of the excitation operators!

the notations here are the same as these in the previous section;

the summation is carried out over /V values of every index n ,

m with the following passage to the limit /И-*» oo .

In «rhat follows let us use the dimeneionless notations

(4.4)

where I
1
** **'/(» is (the ea'iie for all molecules) the average

energy ot the Pranok-Condon transfer 0—~i calculated by Sq.

(1.14)» restricting ourselves fî om the very begining to a consi-

deration of the case of strong resonant interaction (in the above

mentioned eense) we use also the explicit notation £ (^d.) to

single out the small values of the parameters £ n .

The Green funotions to be found satisfy the equations of the

type (1.15) with the Hamiltonian H o of the form (4.1). Taking

into account the notations (4.4) these equations can be written

IIS

For the eum* ^ H £ J S I $-
п>т
 taken over the seoond index one ob-

tains the system ot equations

expressing then the functions $
n
 *e power series in the parame-

ter £ t
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e)
 (4.6)

let us proceed from the equations (4^5a) to the iteration scheme

with 9 = (^+'') . Using tlie Fourier series

one caJ2 obtain from 12q.(4.7) the recurrence formula

Procedin^ to the calculation of the averages {•••'}„ let us,

first of all, focus our attention at the fact that in accordance

with definition (4.4) { * ^ ^ }
< >

=
 \%п)

0
-0 and, thus, according

to Bq.(4.9)

Using twice the formula (4.9) with taking into account the equali-
ty {&n * т } 0

= 5 п ( т 1 ^ }„(а1ао stemming from Eq.(4.4)) we obtain
then

i
^ (4.10b)

where

К

Coming from Eqa.(4.4),(4.10a,b) let us now represent approximate-

ly the function {jfO)}^
 в
л?<%- ^9n)

0

 Ь
У

 t h e Bum ot
 *

fa
e infinite

geometric progression

on = . . _
.12)
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Suoi-. an approximation corresponds to the decoupling

(4.13)

in the recurrence formula

(4.14)

(following from Eq. (4.9)). _ ?*"
 f

Making in Sq.(4.11) the substitutions ~ 2L-—"^. J
 c
'"•

 г

со —*• O-> •*• *-'
r
l_ we can represent the funotion in the explicit

form:

(4.15)

Thua, in accordance with Eqs.(4.12),(4.15) we obtain the explicit

form of the diraensionless analog 6~* s 2 L S' of the funo
o

tion determining the absorption spectrum (4.3) of the molecular

ohain. Considering that { 5
Z
}

e
~ 6 . ^ the expression to be found

is given approximately by the formula

Let ua also represent the explicit expressions of the avera-

ges determining dimenoionleas parameters ^ end {?'}„ according

to Bq.(4.4). The mean frequency (energy) (1.14) of the Pranclc-

Condon transfer in the oases a) and b) acoording to Bqa.(1.17а,Ь)

is equal, correspondingly, to

Thus, in the case a) the expression coinoides with the oenter
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frequency (1.20) of the Gaussian peak of the free molecular ab-

sorption and is temperature-independent. In the case b) the fre-

quency (4.17b) shifts in the long-wave direction with the tempera-

ture rise. In accordance with the definition (4*4) of the parame-

ter у , calculating the averages

one alao obtains (for the cases a) and b),correspondingly)

}
9
 IL* (4.18b)

The absorption spectrum of the moleoular chain determined by

tae function (4.16) (see Fig.1) is characterized by the continuous

band ( the second line in the right-hand side of Eq.(4.16)) of

width -4(L (2 in the dinensionlese units) and with the middle

point l| ~ O) determined by Eqs.(4.17a,b) (in the cases a) and

b), correspondingly). On the ends of the interval (in the singular

points Ъ ~i± ) the function (4.16) goes to zero and its deri-

vatives tend to infinity: ( <* &£ Cf)/al^ ) '*^.xf •+**». The band
under consideration is characterized by the narrow peak with the
maximum value max. 6"e

cK 5; ? /b{2tf)c)
V*±n the vicinity of the

long-wave (left) end ( f*,AX ъ- i + ̂ J ^ J J ^ o ^ U e t us note that

the parameter \$
г
Ь
о
 determined by the expressions (4«18a,b) is

supposed to be small). V.'hen moving away from the point 3*
m
*x the

function (4.16) deoreoses rapidly ao that in the middle of the

interval (% =0) 6"o
h
(°) ~i ^

г
Ьс/7Г (<< 1). In a zero-order appro-

ximation with respect to the parameter { 5
 г
]

о
 the integral absorp-

tion of the band is characterised by У ^ в " , * * ( | ) й У з .Outside

the interval - 1 < f< 1 the function (4.16) ie zero everywhere

on the real-valued axis except for the singular points where it

is characterized by $ -type peaks. The long-wave peak (the first

line in the right-hand side of Eq.(4.16)) is situated near the

left end of the continuous band (in the point £ * * /
The "nhara" of the peak in the integral intensity ot the speotrun
is equal to 2/3 (the factor in front of & -funotion in Eq.
(4.16)). The short-wave peak (the third line in Eq.(4-16)) is si-
tuated near the right end of the band (in the p«int Jf $ * J U ^
a.-.d its "ohara" in the integral intenelty ie small
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Let us note that with the opposite aign of the resonant interac-
tion of molecules (L<0) the frequenoy dependence of the absor-
ption coefficient of the chain can be obtained from Eq.(4.16) by
the substitution £ - * - ? (insertion through the middle point
(4.17a,b)).

Under the influenoe ot the miorowave radiation in aocordanoe
with the approach developed in the section 2, the frequenoy depen-
denoe ot the absorption coefficient of the chain can be described
by the half-sum of the funotiona 6Г^Ч§) obtained from Eq. (4.16)

by the substitution of the expressions (4.17а,Ь), (4.18a,b),by the

corresponding averages over the distributions 4
0
(Q± a) (see Bq.

(2.6))*

{a£)±*M)o±«
Mi2***' (4.19.)

hi (4.19b)

(4.20.)

{V}± = (i
+^ZH^}Oi (4.20b)

where the parameter к is determined by the identity in Eq.(2.9).

In the oase a) aooording to the formulae (4.19a),(4.20a)

every component of the spectrum (4.16) transforms into the

correspondent duplet of the bauds of the same shape shifted rela-

tive to the initial one at the "distance"

in the long- and short-wave direotlon. Owing to the email factor*

In the right-hand side of the expression the splitting of the

duplet components is email in oompariaon with the matrix element

i, of the resonant interaction ot molecules. The value (4.21) ia

small also as oompared tokgT (since "realistic*
1
 valuea of L

does not exoeed the thermal energy at room temperature). At the

same time, the existence of narrow (In the framework of the appro-

ach, S -type) peaks of absorption makes it, in prinoiple, possible

to deteot the splitting of the spectrum (4.16). In particular, at

&&({? }
o
/g ) '* the distanoe between the duplet components

reaches the order of magnitude of the frequenoy difference between

the intensive peaks of the spectrum (the peak of the continuous

band and the nearest jT-peak).
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In the case b), as it follows from the formulas (4.19b),

(4.20b), the influence of the miorowave radiation doea not lead

to the band splitting but only causes the spectrum deformation

ohexaoteriaed by the factor i * k
1
" , which, is near to unity at

nonthermal power of radiation,

The work was supported by iSIC "Vidhuk"

i o t

Pig.1. Sohematio plot of the function <*
c
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